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French notation,2 Stone contends that the work could be a parody of the ars subtilior style itself."' However, Stone's insistence that the figure caudate in this work are meaningless is contestable." As shall be shown below, the subtle division and grouping of divisions, which she views as meaningless, were fundamental to many special note forms in this repertoire, especially in Senleches' music, and intrinsic to the subtle division of time. The diversity of signs is not the mere yearning for complexity but instead, as suggested by the author of the Tractatus Figurarum, represents the achievement of a school of composition seeking to capture and enhance the subtleties of musical performance at the rhythmic level. In the case of Guido's composition, the distinction between the forms and { , which represent the same duration, lies in respectively the two-fold and three-fold division of prolation.5
In many respects, the text of Or voit tout suggests, through the device of litotes, that the musician is abandoning the dogma of the traditions of both musical figureheads mentioned in the text, namely Philippe de Vitry and Marchettus de Padua, and in doing so, he "creates" a new notation which embraces the freedoms of both Italian and French music through the invention of new note forms. The text of Or voit tout en aventure could equally describe the plight of a French composer wishing to extend his notation beyond the confines of his indigenous notation, thereby seeking to reproduce the freedom apparent in Italian music's division of time. Such a composer is Jacob de Senleches.
Coloration and Particoloured figures
With the advent of the French ars nova, the invention of a new device enabled proportional relationships contrasting with the inherent mensuration in a piece of music to be notated using different coloured inks. This is termed coloration. The earliest known example of this device is found within Philippe de Vitry's Garrit gallus/ In nova fert animus/ [Neumal in the Roman de Fauvel," where notes written in solid red ink rather than the usual black ink are used to indicate a 2:3 proportion within the modus. This early usage amounted to a reversal of tempus, whereby the perfect tempus becomes imperfect, and vice versa. Void black notes (note vacue) were initially equivalent to full red notes," and appear to be favoured by Italian scribes, although, on the basis of the red notation in Mod and 140 Jason Stoessel: Symbolic Innovation: The Notation of Jacob de Senleches Ch, it appears that Italian scribes frequently adopted the French practice towards the end of the century.'" The ars subtilior saw coloration being used in new ways and with new forms. In Senleches' music, as with much of the music of his contemporaries, not only red and void black figures occur in the same piece, but also void red and particoloured figures, the latter being notes or ligatures where one part is black and the other void or full red." Red or void black notes, particularly minime, were at times used to prevent alteration or imperfection. This device is similar to the punctus divisionis and relies on the equivalence of red (or void black) minime to black minime. Another application sees an extension of the proportional properties of coloration to create passages in diminution or augmentation.
In order to understand the use of isolated coloured notes, one needs to firstly look at the punctus ('dot') and syncopatio theory. In this period, the use of the dot in French music had two functions. In his Tractatus Practice De Musica Mensurabili, Prosdocimus de Beldemandis states that there are two types of puncti, namely the punctus perfectionis (p.p.) and the punctus divisionis (p.d.).20 The p.p. is also called the punctus additionis. The p.p. is used after a note that is imperfect according to the mensuration to make the note perfect, that is to increase the note's value by half, similar to our dot. The p.d. serves to separate one note from the other, usually to prevent the alteration or imperfection of an adjacent note. The p.d. is put to use in syncopatio or syncopa, as illustrated by the anonymous author of the Ars cantus mensurabilis mensurata per modos iuris treatise, who writes:
In maiori prolatione multe syncope inveniuntur et varie, quamvis sint idem in substantia, et primo invenio in motetto Ida capillorum talem syncopam ut hic:
Illa prima minima reducitur cum illis duabus posterioribus, scilicet cum pausa minime et minima.21 In conjunction with the definition given by this theorist that In this example, an imperfect semibrevis is divided into two minime, namely the initial red minima pausa and the last red minima. The last of the two minime cannot be altered before the final semibrevis because it is essentially a different figure to the preceding black minima. Elsewhere in the repertoire, one finds equivalent passages notated using the p. In the former article, Giinther, in arguing that diminution was a French development of the ars subtilior, examines the methods by which diminution is notated in twenty-three works from Codex Chantilly. The most consistent usage is the void red form to denote a sesquitertia proportion at the minima level. Full red notation, aside from its usual meaning, is also used to achieve the same diminution and also a sesquialtera proportion at the minima level (Ch 61). Other devices discussed include note caudate, mensural signs, combinations of mensural signs and coloration, the numerals 2 and 3 to denote duple and triple diminution respectively, and canons. Table 2 (s. p. 150) appears to represent one sixth of a perfect semibrevis. This value can be deduced by considering the groups of six of these notes in the sections corresponding to the ballade's fourth line and refrain, which without doubt must be construed within the space of a perfect semibrevis. This was first observed by Apel in his transcription of Mod and was also adopted by Greene in his edition of Ch.49 While this value could theoretically be represented by the semiminima, it appears that many French musicians did not employ the theoretical semiminima possibly due to its uncertain nature.
One is tempted to proffer the Ars nova of Philippe de Vitry as the treatise with the earliest definition of the semiminima with a dating of circa 1320. However, present scholarship has shed sufficient light upon the uncertain transmission of the disparate set of writings which modern editors have used to form critical editions of the supposed Ars nova treatise so that it is very difficult to say whether the semiminima was codified by de Vitry at all." Furthermore, the form is not mentioned by de Vitry's contemporary and fellow advocate of the new art Johannes de Muris." However, it becomes apparent that the semiminima was already in use in the second decade of the fourteenth century as it is drawn (4)52 and defined as half a minima"3 by Jacques de Liege in his attack on the new art in the seventh book of his Speculum Musicae. The earliest extant musical source using a semiminima form is the Italian Codex Rossi.54 However, in recent years, this manuscript's date has been moved considerably forward into the last half of the fourteenth century to undermine its significance." On the other hand, the sources of Guillaume de Machaut, all after 1349, never employ the semiminima. Contrary to views such as those given by Cecily Sweeney in the introduction to CSM 13,5" it is therefore reasonable to suppose that the The ambiguity of the semiminima form is also reflected in the Codex Chantilly, whose compositions are by mainly French composers. 63 The key to abbreviations used in Table 1 116. ?* Table  1 , which its author terms a fusa, the second Berkeley Anonymous treatise states that:
Nam sicut cauda sursum alleviat aliquando pro medietate, sic cauda deorsum tendens debet pro medietate per oppositum aggravari, si sursum tollat per oppositum deorsum debet augere.6 Using this principle, the theorist then explains why the fusa or dragma should be worth one-and-a-half minime, adding that the downward tail can also add a third of the value to the figure.6' Looking at theoretical values Figures 4 and 5a in Table 1 fit neatly into this category and Figures 2, 3 and 6 in Table 2 also corre- 64 One further device that is used frequently is the previously mentioned punctus additionis or punctus perfectionis. Its application to a semiminima as in Figure 16 of Table 2 is the devices already present in the notational system such as coloration, this virgula appears to represent the opposite proportional relationship of 2:3. The forms shown in Figure 13 of Table 2 adhere to this system if we evaluate the black form as a four-fold division of a perfect brevis, the red form as an imperfect black form or as a fourfold division of the imperfect brevis.
While this virgula notation is not found outside these particular pieces from Ch, the parallel forms or and encountered in the manuscripts Mod and Chic employ a flagged stem which achieves the same effect. The device is specific to only a small number of composers and evidently not just the practice of particular scribes as shown by the parallels between Mod and Chic. This use of the flagged stem corresponds to the logic of the aforementioned system described by Antonius de Leno. Apart from the forms in En attendant esperance and dragme occurring elsewhere the manuscript, many note caudate in the Modena manuscript can be explained as composite forms. While pieces by Matheus de Perusio account for most of these compound forms, the works of Zacharias (#42), Bartholomeus de Bononia (#72), Matheus de Sancto Johannes (#25) and an anonymous author (#45) also employ them. The semibrevis caudata a parte inferior in La harpe de melodie is equivalent to two minime. While this is the value which at least two theorists attribute to this form (s. Figure 13 , Table 1 ) inspection of its occurrences in Ch in Figure 6 of Table 2 reveals that in practice, its value greatly varies. However, in the music of Senleches, the figure operates consistently through the proportional properties of tails and represents a three-fold division of the imperfect, black brevis. Likewise, Senleches' Tel me voit uses a red form of this figure to divide the red (imperfect) brevis into three parts. In these examples, the downward tail divides the tempus contrary to its natural division, which implies that an imperfect tempus is divided perfectly, and vice versa. Bartholomeus de Bononia's Que maior pena agitanda (Mod 72) uses a hollow black caudata a parte inferior in a manner equivalent to the red caudata in Tel me voit. Therefore, with respect to the statement in the previous paragraph, it appears that at least two notational principles with regards to special figures are in operation throughout Mod 72. The semibrevis caudata and dragme in Tel me voit are used in a manner consistent to those values in La harpe de melodie and provides a connection between the two notational styles in these works.
The caudata a parte inferior appears to have an interesting history in the fourteenth century. Whilst it remained an essential part of trecento notation before circa 1390," it disappears from French notation early in the century."8 Its subse-quent "revival" in the French tradition of the ars subtilior possibly occurred through the influence of Italian composers, although in many cases its use in this repertoire is in fact not connected to the earlier practice since, in the ars subtilior it is often used to indicate proportional relationships, while in trecento notation it denotes relative length."'
The void black forms of En attendant esperance conforte, { and , found re spectively in Mod and Ch, are extremely rare, with the only comparable but clearly unrelated void black forms occurring in the keyboard music of Codex Faenza.82 It seems unlikely that the figure in En attendant has the value of half a minima as Willi Apel proposed since his solution requires that an inconsistent value be given to the previously mentioned void red minima with a downwards tail throughout the piece."8 Its nature also suggests that it is not a composite form as it has the tail for the smaller value above the note rather than in the usual position below.
In the Modena version of En attendant esperance, three-fold groups of the void black figure appear thrice in the S. These are shown in Figure 1 . As can be seen, the first occurrence is followed by a single void red caudata, and the subsequent two occurrences are both followed by void red notes of one caudata, two minime and three caudate. In the actual MS, especially the last two instances, it is apparent that the first void red caudata has been written closer to the void black notes than the subsequent void red notes. Willi Apel had already noticed this apparent positioning of figures in the Mod version of En attendant esperance, and this fact is reflected in his transcription of this version where he groups the void black figures and single void red caudata in one perfection."4 However, Apel did not transcribe the void red caudate with a consistent value throughout the piece, and his mind was possibly swayed by the form shown in Figure 9 of Table 1 or  Figure 10 in Table 2 when transcribing the void black form. By assuming that the void red caudata has a consistent value throughout this piece and that values of the three void black figures and one void red caudata equal one perfection, the value of the void black figure can be calculated to be five-sixths of a minima and represents a proportion of 3:5. 
